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10/1 You may feel more like staying home than being out in the world, especially if you're a water sign 
(Cancer, Pisces, Scorpio). Make sure you have a good lunch and a cozy chair, wherever you are. This is 
actually a highly productive day, especially for making contacts and communications. Choose people with 
whom you can really connect... trust your gut. The "mine field" occurs late in the day ET, when too much 
conversation/information can derail true communication. Stay focused and you will surf through it. 
 
10/2 Get errands and important tasks done in the early part of the day, before 11:21 am ET. The moon is 
VOC* from 11:21 am to 2:21 pm ET, when it enters the sign of Leo. This VOC time is perfect for nesting, 
spending time with family and puttering around your home. For artists and creativity, this is a juicy period, 
when ideas may flow or gestate. When the moon enters Leo the stage is lit for action, although some of the 
true inspiration may be a casualty of pressing demands.  
 
This may be a lovely night to take in a performance (or give one!) Put on your dancing shoes and glam, 
whether you go out or simply want to light candles for a romantic setting at home. Invite playfulness. 
 
 
10/3 The Leo moon may not lend itself to hunkering down at the grindstone today so be sure to make time 
for play. Mercury enters Libra at 11:04 am ET, which may aid air signs (Libra, Gemini, Aquarius) in their 
communication goals. However, expect an increase in "devil's advocate" conversations and the potential to 
endlessly weigh compromise over the next couple of weeks.  
 
There may be some hitches between what you need and what you want today; diplomacy and listening can 
reconcile most disagreements. A Venus/Mars picture in the sky suggests a deeply moving evening, 
especially with someone with whom you want to relate with very intimately. This can be romantic and/or 
transformational with another person or several or even indicate simply a rich time knowing yourself. 
 
10/4 Put your keys somewhere you'll remember them this morning. Write down your plans, assume 
nothing. The moon is VOC* from 9:53 am to 4 pm ET when it enters the sign of Virgo. If you can make 
this a play-day, you're a lucky soul- but don't over-schedule your activities. For the rest of you, this can be a 
useful time to work on something already in place, especially if it needs a detached eye. 
 
Avoid signing anything important and don't meet with a prospect for the first time. At 4 pm ET you may 
notice things feel "back to business" and you can go over details and follow through more effectively. 
Nonetheless, if you're starting anything new of significance, you might want to hold off until the coming 
New Moon on the 7th. 
 
10/5 Enjoy the little things today. Have a nice lunch with nice presentation; remember to chew and savor. 
Look for the light on a windowsill- but you may feel an urge to leap up to dust it. Adjustments may take 
time but if you feel compelled to make them, then you must. Go over your plans, perfect your schedule and 
modify your exercise/diet to suit your needs. 
 
10/6 Expect morning plans to change so you can accommodate the transition without to much fuss. No one 
wants a tight schedule at this time. You may receive some sudden news. The moon is VOC* from 12:43 
pm to 3:51 pm ET. Use this time to finish up tasks, organize or purge. You can eliminate clutter to 
welcome the new, which is especially advised because of tomorrow's new moon.  
 
The moon enters Libra in late afternoon which invites contemplation for any plans you may have for 
relationship, negotiations and legal enterprise in the coming months. You may feel certain resistance or 
power fluctuations as you dream your future, but realize this is all part of the process. Breathe in hopeful 
vision, breathe out any blocks or barriers you see in your path for success. 
 



10/7 The New Moon in Libra hits is exact point at 2:44 pm ET.  The Sabian symbol is: "Circular paths" 
Libra is all about relationships- but it's about ALL relationships. President Eisenhower (a Libra New Moon 
baby) was a brilliant diplomat but he was also a calculating general. In astrology, the "house" in which you 
find your romantic partner is also where you find your business partner and your arch enemy.  
 
With this new moon, contemplate any plans or growth you desire in relationship. Plant seeds for contracts, 
legal discussions and coming to terms with any adversarial situations. This moon bodes well for 
harmonious agreements; be aware however that there may be hidden enemies or agendas that can muck up 
higher aspirations. Keep your eyes open and integrity in check and you can come out victorious. 
 
10/8 Venus goes retrograde at 3:06 am ET! Venus is the planet associated with love, money, fashion, 
taste and wealth. Venus retrograde is not considered a good time for makeovers, cosmetic surgery or home 
design changes. There is often less interest in aesthetics, so this would not be a time to present new designs 
or introduce a new artist. People do get married with Venus Retrograde, but you would want to choose a 
good day in other aspects. If you are planning a big purchase or investment, remember the "re" in any 
retrograde.... research, re-evaluate and review.   
 
Relationships especially with women may be measured or new insight appears. A serious tone can intensify 
or demolish a relationship; so expect a deepening of some and a deleting of others. It is also common for an 
old lover or friend to re-surface, so you may be in for a Facebook surprise. 
 
Since it begins its retrograde in the sign of Scorpio, this intensifies the need to check investments and 
"watch your back". This period of caution continues through 11/18 (although we don't leave the "shadow" 
until 12/20).  
 
But back to 10/8- if you jot down a "to do" in the early morning, the odds are in your favor that you will get 
it done. Keep in mind, however, the moon is VOC* from 9:38 am to 3:52 pm ET, so plan to finish up and 
organize. Initiate projects once the moon enters Scorpio, while keeping in mind what will work best with 
the Venus retrograde. Plan to spend the evening with someone you really love to spend time with... and that 
may be yourself! 
 
10/9 The Scorpio Moon favors spending time with people in contemplative or creative exploration. This 
can be a fruitful time for therapeutic, spiritual or artistic workshops.  
Old friends and friends who are older may be choices for your companions today. 
 
10/10 If you enjoy spiritual seeking, meetings or services, make time for some of it this morning. You may 
feel a restlessness but this is part of the journey. All the answers are seldom found in one source. Allow 
yourself to travel through whatever discomfort may arise. Greater freedom is on the other side. The moon is 
VOC* from 2:27 pm to 6:09 pm ET when it enters Sagittarius. Even if you question you'll be in the mood, 
don't turn down an offer for a dinner party or night out. The odds are excellent that you will suddenly feel a 
desire to get out and get moving. 
 
10/11 Get outside and stretch; hop on your bike, find a mountain to climb or enjoy your favorite woods 
walk. Give your body the exercise it can handle but don't overdo. Later in the day your mind calls for 
stimulus as well. Gather some friends who challenge your brain or spend some time with children who 
remind you of your dormant spirit.                                                   
10/12 Spirits can be high and voices loud. Moderation is key, but may be ignored. Still, when you find 
yourself with too many avenues to run down, decisions will have to be made. It's your choice if you 
succumb to the belief your wings have been clipped.  
 
Sometimes in order to do one thing well, you may have to disengage from another demand. If you try to 
keep all balls in the air, they all may roll away. Plan your evening or it may get away from you, which 
could be absolutely fine if you're open to exploration. The moon is VOC* from 8:07 pm ET to 12:17 am. 
 
 
10/13 The moon enters Capricorn at 12:17 am ET. A serious and thoughtful tone may tint your meetings 



and experiences. Be mindful if you feel overwhelmed by how hard something appears, because meeting the 
challenge is half the work. The important thing is to stay on task and be clear on what tasks you will value 
as accomplishments once fulfilled.  
 
10/14 Problems start to reveal the methods needed to solve them effectively. Stay with hard conversations 
and by midday you may start to see greater resolution. Disagreements can be reconciled if you're willing to 
give one another respect and individual acknowledgment. 
 
10/15 Enjoy a long workout, organize your day or start slowly in the morning. The moon is VOC* from 
5:49 am until 10:24 am ET. Once it enters Aquarius, you may feel an increase in energy to network, 
experiment and make connections. It may also be hard to stay in your seat with the weekend looming, 
unless you're involved in a project that really interests you at work. 
 
10/16 This is a wonderful weekend for group activity, especially anything of a spiritual or visionary nature. 
Although you may encounter some difficult feelings in the morning (which may concern funds), this will 
pass if you focus on a good outcome rather than on the seeming problem.  
 
Excellent communication occurs in the evening, which can be inspired for those who take time to write. 
 
10/17 Get your errands done in the early part of the day as well as any important correspondence. The 
moon is VOC* from 2:49 pm to 10:52 pm ET. Enjoy community and be "in the moment". This is social 
time; watch, listen and learn. 
 
10/18 A highly creative day for artists and writers. There is also the opportunity to touch the intuitive and 
"all-knowing" part of you, so carve out some meditation time.  If you're stuck in traffic or on a line, simply 
say to yourself: "I breathe in, I breathe out". Think about nothing but your breath. Even one breath will help 
center you... and don't worry about going so deeply into meditation you don't remember you're driving... 
this is a conscious meditation. 
 
10/19 The Aquarian moon lends itself to unusual activities, social gatherings and causes. There is a heavy 
spiritual component to any enterprise or event that begins today. Expect thought-provoking conversations 
and to meet people who surprise you. You have the ability to open up to another layer of yourself and 
connect with people in a new way. There is tremendous drive and follow-through ability under your wings. 
 
10/20 Gather your thoughts and organize your desk this morning. The moon is VOC* from 6:25 am to 
11:23 am ET. Once it enters Aries, life gathers speed. Because of all the cardinal energy in the sky, you can 
expect some friction, either within yourself or the people around you. People don't want to be told what to 
do; the sense of being immobilized may be particularly frustrating.  
 
Choose your arguments. Mercury enters Scorpio which can increase the ability to get to the root of a 
conversation. A picture in the sky between Mars (desire) and Jupiter (expansion) can buttress your warrior 
spirit. But the best warriors don't lash out at any attack or injustice; they plan their strategy. A confrontation 
may be brewing and it is important to meet it, even if it's only in the mirror.  
 
 
10/21 Yesterday's energies are continuing to gather as we approach tomorrow's full moon. Look at what 
your plans may have been on the Libra New Moon. See where you are with them and what may need to be 
modified or re-aligned. Make time for prayer, affirmations and any energy-work or meditation you practice. 
Keep your eye on your goal and make some strides towards it, even if only in your mind. 
 
10/22 The Full Moon in Aries occurs at 9:37 pm ET. If you didn't know what your limits were or who 
were your enemies against your goals, the light might be showing them now. Listen to the advice of 
children, because they can see a situation without artifice or supposed limitations. This doesn't mean that 
you don't really have really challenges, but that it's good to be reminded of what spark lit your goal in the 
first place. The child whose advice you seek might be within you. 
 



The Aries Full Moon awakens the pioneer spirit and brightens your promise. Out of any partnership, the 
individual must hold a separate truth. Tap within yourself to make sure the path you are on is your own 
regardless of who walks beside you.  The Sabian symbol is "a duck pond and its brood". The mother duck 
needs to carve her own way to provide safety and a path for her young ones. There is a VOC* moon from 
9:37 pm to 10:29 pm ET. This is a great time for a walk or run under that full moon. 
 
10/23 The sun enters Scorpio as we move into the deepening of autumn. This is the time of going within 
like extended forward-bends in yoga. You may feel a "disconnect" between what you want and having your 
needs met. It is important to stay with these feelings to pass through their lessons. It may be better to plan 
home activities and clear your desk than initiate anything new. Anything begun today may well meet 
opposition. 
 
10/24 You may experience an energetic burst as your enthusiasm increases. Be sure to take time to 
calculate your moves and explore before you jump head-first into anything. Depending on your 
temperament, you may or may not heed this counsel, but be prepared to fight for your project (which may 
be something you enjoy if patience eludes you). Some people prefer to be in action rather that in stasis, but 
you may find that your action moves more effectively if you're able to wait. 
 

10/25 The moon is VOC* from 3:49 am to 7:47 am ET when it enters Gemini. During the void, you may 
enjoy a leisure breakfast or a workout that pays attention to stretching and strength. Once the Gemini moon 
buzzes in, the mood shifts to quicker movements. The need to discover "What's going on?" may be 
somewhat thwarted as people hold information.  
 
This is not necessarily to create mystery (although it may be). But there will be those who hesitate to show 
their cards before more are on the table.  Which can cause a stalemate, like the financial crisis and the 
unwillingness of banks to grant loans to small businesses. 
 
10/26 Gather information about schools, insurance or whatever news covers topics which may glean insight 
into your project or goal. this is a rich time to uncover ways to help you achieve your goal. Hold off 
initiating anything right now but you'll have more tools in your resources to tackle the opportunities when 
they come. 
 
10/27 Give yourself lots of time this morning to get where you're going, because people may make sudden 
moves and you don't want to get into anything you can't get out of. The moon is VOC* from 10:19 am to 
3:14 pm ET when it enters Cancer. This is creative and potentially fruitful. 
 
10/28 Careful consideration is what reaps long-term rewards. Nonetheless, you may feel a desire to leap 
ahead. Passion is terrific, but channel it into some bodywork/exercise as well so that your forward moves 
are graceful and encourage company. 
 
10/29 The day may start slow with a need for quiet. Organize and reflect in the late afternoon ET when the 
Moon VOC* from 3:48 pm to 8:38 pm ET. After that it enters Leo and your increased desire for adventure 
begs for an evening out. 
 
10/30 Keep a low price ceiling on impulse purchases October 30, or the cost will outweigh 
the dazzle. The need for something more may be appeased by some spiritual reflection. Meditation may 
feel too stagnant. Look for a way to be in community and fulfill your desire for service. A woods clean-up 
or dharma in closing down a camp or center for winter might be just the thing. 

 

10/31 Festivities abound but you may notice more awareness of the Earth-based religions this season. 
There is an opening to bring the "hallowed" into this day more than the candy-frenzy it has become. The 



moon is VOC* from 5:02 pm to 11:51 pm ET. Plan Halloween activities carefully, 
especially for the evening, to avoid the disappointment of missed meetings. 

 


